In this research, we created algorithms that can use raw images shot with amateur telescopes to measure apparent magnitudes and effective temperature of stars. We used regularized Radial Basis Function (RBF) network, one of the supervised machine learning algorithms, to measure effective temperature, and simple function fitting method to measure the apparent magnitude. The results we yield are satisfying. After simple calibration of white balance and noise cancellation, we have verified the measurements of effective temperature have mean fraction errors around 9% and measurements of the magnitudes have absolute error of around 0.1.
Introduction
Measurements of stellar apparent magnitudes and effective temperatures help reveal the stars' multiple properties, including its distance to the earth. The measurement of the two parameters can also provide more data for the Hertzsprung Russel (H-R) diagram. Now in the digital age, most measurement of magnitudes are done with charged couple device (CCD) and professional telescopes in observatories. One of the common used color index B-V (the difference between B band magnitude V band magnitude) to estimate the effective temperature of stars is also measured with specialized UBV filters installed on observatory telescopes (Johnson & Morgan, 1953) .
Although measurement of apparent magnitude and color indices has long reached maturity, most measurements heavily rely either on equipment exclusive to observatories like UBV filters, or costly equipment inaccessible to amateur astronomers like CCDs. The reliance on exclusive equipment has compelling reasons: high noise of non-cooled complementary-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) in ordinary cameras at high ISO and nonlinear response of CMOS to intensity of received light (Yadid-Pecht 1999) . Thus, an algorithm to measure magnitude and effective temperature with relatively low reliance on data from professional equipment can enable part of amateur astronomers to contribute to sky surveys. This paper is organized as follow. In section 2, we discuss the amateur telescope and camera, as well as star catalogue we used for acquiring labelled data. In section 3, we present the procedure of our observation and data reduction, including white balance calibration, flat field subtraction and noise cancellation. In section 5, we discuss function fitting used for measurement of magnitude. Discussion about its accuracy and compatibility. In section 6, we present the ensemble learning algorithm based on regularized RBF network we applied to measure effective temperature. In section 7, we show the function we obtained through function fitting, and discussed the accuracy and compatibility of our measurement of apparent magnitude and effective temperature. Finally in section 8, we summarize all the results of this paper and suggested further improvement based on analysis of causes for abnormal errors.
Relevant Apparatus and Data Source

Canon 6Dmk2 and 200mm Cassegrain reflector
Canon 6Dmk2 is an ordinary digital single lens reflex (DSLR) with a full-frame CMOS. As our algorithms for the measurement of magnitude and effective temperature depends highly on the CMOS we use, we selected Canon 6Dmk2 as a popular ordinary camera used by many amateur astronomers.
The telescope we use is a hyperbolic Cassegrain reflector with an aperture diameter of 200mm and a focal length of 1600mm. Due to the pure reflector design, theoretically the telescope doesn't have color aberration, so it is usable for this research highly dependent on the color of stars, which reflects critical information about effective temperature. As the targets we chose have zenith distance z < 70 • , the atmospheric effects on the observed magnitude of the stars (Karttunen et al, 2017) is given by δm = ksec z Therefore, The maximum difference in δm of two stars with maximum separation within the field of view dz ≈ 1 30 when z < 70 • is estimated as
As a result,we considered the atmospheric extinction is uniform within the small field of view of the telescope.
Gaia Sky Survey Data
We used BP magnitude (m BP ) and effective temperature (T e f f ) from Gaia's Data Release 2 (Gaia DR2) (Brown et al., 2018) as expected output. We chose m BP as expected output of sum of R,G,B readings in our images because ordinary cameras like 6Dmk2 has IR infra-red (IR) and ultra-violet (UV) filters hence can approximately receive the light within the wave band almost equivalent to that of m BP which is 330-680nm (Brown et al, 2018) . We chose Gaia DR2 because it contains data for large number of stars between 14 th mag. and 16 th mag., and most stars we shot for labelled data were within this range of magnitude. We matched every star in our images with the star map and labelled them with corresponding expected output from Gaia DR2.
Observations and Data Reduction
Observations
we went to Dunhuang, Gansu Province, city in northwestern China near a desert to shoot the images for labelled data, where light pollution is relatively minimized. We chose bright stars brighter than 2 nd mag. as centers of our images to calibrate the sky-area we were shooting. We finally used stars in the two images centering HIP65474 (Spica) and HIP67301 (Alkaid) as source for our labelled data. We pointed the telescope on the selected stars and took exposure of 30s at ISO3200 to produce image that contains around 200 stars brighter than 10 th mag. surrounding the central calibration stars. The exposure parameters are selected to guarantee sufficient number (around 200) of stars in each image and ensure acceptable amount of noise simultaneously. Being aware of the necessity to take multiple dark fields in astronomical research, we still chose to leave noise cancelling process to the algorithms. As we realized amateur astronomers may not take dark fields when they are observing, involvement of dark field into our research may limit the compatibility of our algorithms. We took flat fields as it's unreplaceable by algorithms.
Data Reduction
White Balance Calibration
As amateur astronomers may use variable white balance setting in their cameras, it is necessary to unify the white balance of all the images and flat fields in the beginning. In practice, images in CR2/ RAW format can't be easily adjusted, while using other adjustable format may result in loss of information, we calibrate the color temperature of the images with the following algorithm,
We first exported each raw image without adjustment as tif 1 . Then we adjusted the color temperature of the raw image to 5770K and export it as tif 2 . We calculate the mean value of R channel reading of all the pixels in tif 1 as R 1 , likewise for G and B channel. Then, we calculated the mean value of R channel reading of all the pixels in the tif 2 as R 2 and calculate the gain on R channel as g R with the formula above; g G and g B are calculated in the same way.
Finally, we obtained the white-balance-calibrated R channel reading of every pixel in the raw image R w with the formula above, likewise for G w and B w (Figure. 1). We used this specific color temperature because the most commonly accepted "normal" white is defined by the spectrum of a approximately 5770K black body (Philips 1995) . Both the images of stars as labelled data and flat fields were calibrated with this algorithm. is not finally used as labelled data due to fewer stars in the image, its relatively low originally low color temperature allow us to more evidently show the effect on the white balance calibration.
Flat Field calibration
After calibrating white balance for both the images of stars and flat fields, we adopted common procedure to use flat field to eliminate the spatial nonuniformity of the CMOS caused by the entire imaging system. Denoting R f ,G f ,B f to be the R,G,B channel reading of every pixel in the image of stars after subtracting the flat field, and R f f ,G f f ,B f f to be R,G,B reading of the corresponding pixels in the flat field, 
Noise Cancellation
Fig. 2.
After subtracting the flat field, we cropped the image into "star patches" each with size around 20×20 pixels each containing a star; a similar size of "background patch" is selected from the region surrounding each star patch correspondingly. a star patch is shown in the lower red box and its background patch is shown in the upper red box.
After subtracting the flat field and cropping the image into patches ( Figure. 2), in order to improve the reliability of labelled data by improving their signal to noise ratio (SNR), we subtract the mean noise from the star patches. The mean noise of each star patch in each channel is calculated with its corresponding background patch as the mean value of reading in R,G,B channel of all the pixels in the background patch N R , N G , N B . Then, we subtracted the mean noise,
For pixels with negative readings in any of the three channels appear after subtracting the mean, we considered them as noises hence setting them to 0 while leaving the positive ones intact. Next, according to multiple trials, we set the pixels in the star patch with readings in any of the three channels that are smaller than the upper quartile (75%) in corresponding channel of the background patch to 0. The choice of 75% preserves sufficient information of the stars as well as effectively canceling most of the noises in the star patches.
After the cancellation process above, we found that many bright heat noise appeared frequently at high ISO still remained as "isolated pixels" in the star patches ( Figure. 3). We used another algorithm to set all pixels with all of adjacent pixels on their left, right, above, and below having 0 readings to 0, reducing the effect of these bright heat noise pixels.
After all the noise cancellation, we still discarded 29 of the faint stars with R,G,B reading comparable to noises in image centering HIP65474 based on our observation. Then we discarded stars fainter than 15.5 th mag. and some star patch that has sum of RGB readings over 50000 and used the remaining 182 star patches for later measurement. We intended to remove all stars over-exposed (with either R,G,B reading greater than 255)by setting The upper threshold of 50000. We implemented the same procedure with the image centering HIP67301 and kept 145 star patches.
After the data reduction above, we then sum the reading of the pixels in the star patches channel by channel. Fig. 3 . 3 star patches before noise cancellation, after subtracting mean noise and 75%th percentile noise, and after removing "isolated pixels". the red circles marked the presence of "isolated pixels".
Measurement for Apparent Magnitude with Function Fitting
The definition of apparent magnitude can be concluded as difference in magnitude of 5 indicates a 100 times proportion in intensities (greater value of magnitude corresponds to smaller intensity) (Carroll & Ostile. 2014) ,
where I 1 , I 2 are the intensities of two stars and m 1 , m 2 are their respective apparent magnitudes. As discussed previously, two stars in one image have roughly equal δm, so the equation above still holds with considering extinction. For CMOS, the S = R + G + B of every star is a nonlinear function of intensity; hence, m 1 − m 2 is a function about the natural logarithm of the ratio of S of the two stars,
where S 1 , S 2 are the sum of R,G,B of the two stars. Based on the relation above, we considered that the application of function fitting is feasible.
We choose one bright star (apparent magnitude around 10) in one image gone through the data reduction described above as the reference star and use its RGB sum reading S 0 and apparent magnitude from Gaia DR2 m 0 for the reference. According to the discussion above,
Previous research found that ordinary cameras may use CMOSs with logarithmic response (Yadid-Pecht 1999) and piece-wise linear response (Luo et al 2016) for wider dynamic range. According to observation to the distribution of ∆m i = m i − m 0 vs dm i = −ln( S i S 0 ) where S i = R i + G i + B i from all ith star patch and its corresponding expected output m i among the 181 star patches in the image centering HIP65474, we found a strong logarithmic pattern. Therefore, we chose to directly fit the relation between ∆m i and dm i with logarithm function,
where a, b are coefficients to be determined. Using this method, we evaluated the absolute error a i of our fitted function f on any ith star patch,
We have made several attempt including regularized RBF network and ensemble learning the result to fit the data; however, a larger error was yielded. ; the distribution shows no apparent functional relation between the two variables, which led us to discard finding the 1 dimensional relation between the two variables.
Measurement of Effective
The relation between T e f f and R,G,B readings is evident. Similar to UBV color system, R,G,B readings reflect intensity of radiation from the star collected on the R,G,B wave bands, which reflects the distribution of the star's monochromatic intensities in the black body spectrum of the stars. Since effective temperature plays a dominant role in the stars' spectra, the effective temperature can be determined with R and B readings as a two-variable function,
The specific choice of using R and B instead of the ratio of G B or R, G, B is made through multiple attempts.We have considered that the ratio G B corresponds to the ratio of intensity collected in the B and V band in UBV color system hence correspond to the color index B − V commonly used for determining effective temperature; however, the distribution of T e f f with G B of our data shows no obvious pattern (Figure. 4) . In short, we found that adopting R and B as a set of 2-dimensional input to the function yield the function with the highest accuracy.
Because the responses of CMOSs in ordinary cameras are exclusive commercial secrets, the function between RGB readings of ordinary cameras and intensity can be considered as unknown knowledge. Thus, we chose machine learning in this research because it can potentially give an accurate estimation between the unknown function, considering the availability of relatively sufficient labelled data to us. Specifically, we used regularized Radial Basis Function (RBF) network, which is a supervised machine learning algorithm, to measure the effective temperature.
In general, we used the 145 labelled data from the image centering HIP67301 to train the RBF network to obtain F(R, B) . The labelled data are 2-dimensional vectors x i = (R i , B i ) , i = 1, 2, ...n, and their corresponding expected output areT e f f i , i = 1, 2, ..., n, where n is total number of labelled data (star patches) in the image. In order to fully utilize all the labelled data for training and increase data for testing, we randomly sampled 80% of the labelled data to train the regularized RBF network and output one function F j that measures the effective temperature. we repeated the process for 1000 times and obtained 1000 different approximating functions F j , j = 1, 2, ...1000. The expansion coefficients of the approximating functions were determined based on the labelled data (Poggio & Girosi 1990a) . With the 1000 F j , we applied ensemble learning to output measured effective temperatureT e f f (Figure. 5 ). When given an unknown input RGB vector x, the final measurement of effective temperature can be calculated, (T e f f i − F j (x i ) 2 ) where L S (F j ) is the standard loss function, L c (F j ) = 1 2 ||DF i || 2 where L c (F j ) is the regularization term (Tikhonov 1963) .
The generalization error of the measured effective temperature from the ensemble learningT e f f is evaluated as following: for a specific labelled data x i and its corresponding expected output T e f f i , there exist k functions among the 1000 F j 's that their training sets don't include x i , denoted as F i1 , F i2 , ..., F ik . We are able to calculate the generalization error ofT e f f tested by each x i (Figure.  6) ,
The mean generalization error ofT e f f on all the labelled data is calculated correspondingly,
In this way, we have made use of every element of our labelled data as testing data for once, hence improving the reliability of the generalization error and achieved higher utility of our limited data.
. / Fig. 6 . Calculation of generalization error e i .
Results
Results of the Magnitude Measurement
We used data from the 181 star patches in HIP65474 to perform the function fitting algorithm, and obtained the following function for the measurement of apparent magnitude (Figure. 7) , m = 0.3097ln(0.7970 · ln( S S 0 ) + 1) + m 0 Due to different atmospheric extinction effect on stars at different altitudes, we used data from HIP65474 solely. To show the distribution of the absolute error of the function in measuring magnitude, we plotted the histogram with 10 classes (Figure. 8) . We have calculated the mean of all the absolute errors (a i ), which is 0.1035 th mag., and its 90% confidence interval, which is 0.1035 ± 0.0106 th mag.. 
Results of the Effective Temperature Measurement
We used labelled data from 145 star patches in the image centering HIP67301 to measure effective temperature. The generalization errors in the measuredT e f f concentrate in relatively smaller values ( Figure. 9 ). Furthermore, despite some individual measured effective temperature with abnormally large errors, the mean generalization error ET e f f has value of 0.07 and 90% confidence interval of e i is 0.07 ± 0.01. 
Conclusion and Discussion
As discussed above, we designed one algorithm to measure the apparent magnitude and another to measure the effective temperature with data from amateur telescopes. Our measurement of magnitude has absolute error around 0.1 and measurement of effective temperature has mean generalization error around 0.08. The algorithm for measuring effective temperature can be used on different images shot at the same geographic location and within a short period of time. Both algorithms are compatible with different white balance and don't require the use of dark fields.
We observed that there exist a "v" shape distribution of the generalization errors and corresponding effective temperature ( Figure. 11) , indicatingT e f f is more inaccurate when the star has relatively lower (< 4750K) or higher (> 6000K) T e f f . We hypothesized that this "v"shape distribution of generalization error is caused by relative scarcity of labelled data with T e f f < 4750K and T e f f > 6000K, which is supported by the dis-tribution of labelled data (Figure. 12) . As a result, we are able to improve the accuracy ofT e f f when T e f f is out of the interval [4750K, 6000K] with more labelled data having relatively lower or higher T e f f in future researches. Appendix Table 1 . Measurement of apparent magnitude with labelled data from the image centering HIP65474 Table 1 . Measurement of apparent magnitude with labelled data from the image centering HIP65474 Table 1 . Measurement of apparent magnitude with labelled data from the image centering HIP65474 Table 1 . Measurement of apparent magnitude with labelled data from the image centering HIP65474 Table 3 . measurement of effective temperature using unknown data in HIP65474 with theT e f f function obtained from data in HIP67301 Table 3 . measurement of effective temperature using unknown data in HIP65474 with theT e f f function obtained from data in HIP67301
